DID THE CONGRESS OF VIENNA INCREASE OR DECREASE NATIONALISM IN EUROPE? EXPLAIN.

Which nation probably dominated the German Confederation?

Which nations created by the Congress of Vienna were formerly part of the French empire? What two?

Create a key in the blank box.

*The shows the boundary of the German Confederation.*

Use different patterns or colors to show areas belonging to France, Austria, and Prussia. [N.B. The heavy

Kingdom of Sardinia

Prussia

Russian Empire

Austrian Empire

Switzerland

Spain

Netherlands

Poland

Denmark

France

Use the map of 1815 to label the following on the blank map of 1815:

Europe before the Congress of Vienna

DID THE CONGRESS OF VIENNA AID OR Hinder the Spread of revolutionary nationalism in Europe?

Create a key in the blank box.

States allied with France.

Use different shades of patterns to show the French Empire, the states under French control, and the

Berlin

Waterloo

Austrian

Paris

Also label the following:

- H. Nation surrounded by Russia, Prussia, and the Austrian empire
- G. Nation that reached from the Baltic Sea to the Black Sea
- F. Nation that bordered both the Baltic Sea and the North Sea
- E. Nation that bordered both the Baltic and the North Sea
- D. French Empire
- C. Nation located in both Europe and Asia
- B. Satellite nation of France at the top of the Hellenic Peninsula
- A. Nation that was under French control that was nearest to Africa

Use the map of 1810-12 to label the following on the blank map of 1812:

Map Assignment: Congress of Vienna
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